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Clothing List
2022 Uniform Information

Clothing Shop

The Clothing Shop is located on campus in the Eric Speed Early 

Childhood Centre on Speed Retreat (off Jenour Court) and offers 

a complete range of new and second hand uniform items. The 

Clothing Shop operates on Monday and Thursday from 12.30pm to 

4.30pm and Wednesday from 8.00am to 10.30am during term time 

and at additional times during the school holidays. These times are 

advertised in the School’s fortnightly newsletter.

Manager: Mrs Gwenda Panizza  Phone: (08) 9722 6165 

Naming Uniform Items

Families are asked to ensure that every item of clothing is clearly 

marked with the name of the current owner, using sew on tapes 

or laundry marker pen. All shoes and other items must also be 

clearly and indelibly named inside each article. The Clothing 

Shop can provide families with sources for sew-on name tags. 

Standard of Dress

The School’s uniform is to be worn by all students, both while 

they are at School and when travelling to or from School. The 

School has both a summer and winter uniform for boys and 

girls. Summer uniforms are worn during Terms 1 and 4, while 

winter uniforms are worn during Terms 2 and 3. Secondary Day 

students are required to wear their blazers as they travel to and 

from School in Terms 2 and 3. The School uniform must be worn 

correctly at all times. Shoes must be polished and clothing must 

be clean and in good condition. Further information about the 

School’s dress standard is provided in the School’s Handbook. 

Parents and Friends’ Association Merchandise

The P&F have a range of School merchandise for sale 

in the Clothing Shop including School backpacks and 

trolley bags, water bottles, umbrellas and gym sacs. 

Backpack or Trolley Bag

The School recommends that parents purchase an appropriately 

sized backpack or trolley bag to minimise the likelihood of neck 

or back pain. The backpack should be worn appropriately 

and packed properly with a load which is not excessive 

for it to be effective. Bunbury Cathedral Grammar School 

backpacks or trolley bags are compulsory for all students. 

 

Notes for Girls Clothing

1. School colours are blue and gold. All items of clothing that 

are specifically BCGS clothing should be purchased from the 

School Clothing Shop in order to maintain uniformity. 

2. Best Wear must be worn by all students on special occasions.

3. Blazers are a compulsory item for all Secondary students.

4. Students who participate in School sporting teams will require 

the team uniform. This is provided by the School on loan. 

5. Black shoes - Lace-up, plain, all black, polishable, college style 

shoes (eg Clarks). Please note that coloured stitching, coloured 

laces and metal finishes are not permitted. All shoes must be 

clearly and indelibly named inside each shoe. Boots are not 

permitted.

6. All dresses and skirts must be knee length and must be 

such that the hem of the dress or skirt is close to the knee 

(within approximately 3 cm of the knee) when the student is 

standing. The decision of the Head of Secondary, or the Head 

of Primary will be final in deciding what is an acceptable 

standard of dress or skirt length. The Clothing Shop will not sell 

dresses or skirts which do not conform with these guidelines. 

Notes for Boys Clothing

1. School colours are blue and gold. All items of clothing that 

are specifically BCGS clothing should be purchased from the 

School Clothing Shop in order to maintain uniformity. 

2. Best Wear must be worn by all students on special occasions.

3. Blazers are a compulsory item for all Secondary students from 

Years 7 to 12 inclusive.

4. Students who participate in School sporting teams will require 

the team uniform. This is provided by the School on loan. 

5. Black shoes - Lace-up, plain, all black, polishable, college style 

shoes (eg Clarks). Please note that coloured stitching, coloured 

laces and metal finishes are not permitted. All shoes must be 

clearly and indelibly named inside each shoe. Boots are not 

permitted.

6. The length of shorts must be such that the knee is clearly visible 

when shorts are worn. Shorts and trousers with the facility to 

be worn with a belt must be worn with a school regulation belt, 

available from the Clothing Shop or sold with the shorts. Shorts 

and trousers may not be worn at “half mast.” The Clothing Shop 

will not sell over-sized shorts or trousers which do not conform 

with these guidelines.
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Kindergarten, Pre-Primary and Year 1

BCGS sports shirt

BCGS House sports shirt (Year 1)

BCGS navy shorts

BCGS Primary hat

White socks

BCGS Primary tracksuit

# Sports shoes or navy sandals

BCGS backpack or trolley bag

* BCGS parka

* BCGS bathers

Primary (Years 2 to 6)

SUMMER WINTER SPORTSWEAR

 

*

*

*

#*

#

 

 

 

 

 

BCGS dress (see point 6)

Navy garberdine shorts

BCGS striped shirt

BCGS socks

BCGS jumper

Sandals – Clarks/Harrison “Bump” in 

navy or whisky (available in child sizes 

10-5 only)

Black lace-up polishable college shoes 

(see point 5)

Hair ribbons (navy, gold or BCGS 

check)

BCGS backpack or trolley bag

Best Wear:

As per Winter Best Wear requirements

*

#

*

*

*

*

BCGS skirt

White blouse

BCGS tie (Years 3-6)

BCGS socks

BCGS jumper

Black lace-up polishable college 

shoes (see point 5)

Hair ribbons (navy or gold)

Tights (plain navy blue) worn without socks 

BCGS pants

BCGS parka

BCGS scarf

BCGS backpack or trolley bag

Best Wear:

As above (BCGS skirt, or pants with 

BCGS socks, no tights)

BCGS tie (Years 2-6)

#

*

*

BCGS sports shorts 

BCGS sports shirt

BCGS House sports shirt

White sports socks (plain)

BCGS Primary sports hat

BCGS Primary tracksuit (Years 1-6)

Sports shoes

BCGS Secondary tracksuit (Year 6)

BCGS bathers

Girls Clothing List

Secondary: Years 7 to 12

SUMMER WINTER SPORTSWEAR

 

*

*

*

*

#*

 

 

 #

 

 

 

 

BCGS dress (see point 6)

Navy garberdine shorts

BCGS striped shirt

BCGS socks

BCGS jumper

BCGS blazer

Sandals – Clarks/Harrison “Bump” in 

navy or whisky (available in child sizes 

10-5 only)

Black lace-up polishable college 

shoes (see point 5)

Hair ribbons (navy, gold or BCGS 

check)

BCGS backpack or trolley bag

Best Wear:

As per Winter Best Wear          

requirements

 

 

 

  

*

*

*

*

#

 

*

 

 

 

BCGS skirt (see point 6)

White blouse

BCGS tie

BCGS socks

BCGS blazer

BCGS pants

Tights (plain navy blue) worn without socks 

BCGS scarf

BCGS jumper

Black lace-up polishable college shoes 

(see point 5)

Hair ribbons (navy or gold)

BCGS backpack or trolley bag

Best Wear:

As above (BCGS skirt or pants with 

BCGS socks, no tights)

  

 

 

 

 

# 

*

BCGS sports shorts 

BCGS sports shirt

BCGS House sports shirt

White sports socks (plain)

BCGS Secondary sports hat

BCGS Secondary tracksuit

Sports shoes

BCGS bathers

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

Compulsory for students undertaking 

Materials, Design & Technology 

courses

* Optional.    # Not available through the Clothing Shop. 
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Kindergarten, Pre-Primary and Year 1

BCGS sports shirt

BCGS House sports shirt (Year 1)

BCGS navy shorts

BCGS Primary hat

White socks

BCGS Primary tracksuit

#Sports shoes or navy sandals

BCGS backpack or trolley bag

*BCGS parka

*BCGS bathers

Primary (Years 2 to 6)

SUMMER WINTER SPORTSWEAR

 

*

#*

#

#

Navy gaberdine shorts 

BCGS striped shirts

BCGS navy socks

BCGS jumper

Sandals—Clarks/Harrison “Bump” in 

navy or whisky (available in child sizes 

10-5 only)

Black lace-up polishable college shoes 

(see point 5)

BCGS backpack or trolley bag

Best Wear:

Grey melange trousers

White shirt

BCGS tie (Years 1-6)

BCGS grey socks

BCGS jumper

Black lace-up polishable college shoes 

(see point 5)

 

 

 

 

 

*

*

#

 

 

 

 

 

 

#

 

Grey melange trousers

White shirt

BCGS tie (Years 3-6)

BCGS navy or grey socks

BCGS jumper

BCGS parka

BCGS scarf

Black lace-up polishable college shoes 

(see point 5)

BCGS backpack or trolley bag

Best Wear:

Grey melange trousers

White shirt

BCGS tie (Years 2-6)

BCGS navy or grey socks

BCGS jumper

Black lace-up polishable college shoes 

(see point 5)

 

 

 

 *

 

 

 

#

*

 *

BCGS sports shirt

BCGS House sports shirt

BCGS navy sports shorts

BCGS football socks

White sports socks (plain)

BCGS Primary sports hat

BCGS Primary tracksuit (Years 1-6)

Sports shoes

BCGS Secondary tracksuit (Year 6)

BCGS bathers

 

Boys Clothing List

Secondary: Years 7 to 12

SUMMER WINTER SPORTSWEAR

  

  

 #

*

*

 

 

 

 

 

 

#

Navy gaberdine shorts

BCGS striped shirt

BCGS navy socks

Black lace-up polishable college shoes 

(see point 5)

BCGS jumper

BCGS blazer

BCGS backpack or trolley bag

Best Wear:

Grey melange trousers

Grey or black belt-plain

White short sleeved shirt

BCGS tie

BCGS blazer

BCGS grey socks

Black lace-up polishable college shoes 

(see point 5)

Note: Best Wear may be worn 

without the blazer on non-Best Wear 

occasions in Terms 1 and 4

 

 

 

 

 

 

#

 

*

*

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

#

Grey melange trousers

Grey or black belt-plain

White short sleeved shirt

BCGS tie

BCGS navy or grey socks

BCGS blazer

Black lace-up polishable college shoes 

(see point 5)

BCGS jumper

BCGS scarf

BCGS backpack or trolley bag

Best Wear:

Grey melange trousers

Grey or black belt - plain

White short sleeved shirt

BCGS tie

BCGS blazer

BCGS navy or grey socks

Black lace-up polishable college shoes 

(see point 5)

 

 

 

 

 

 

#

*

 *

BCGS sports shirt

BCGS House sports shirt

BCGS navy sports shorts

White sports socks (plain)

BCGS Secondary sports hat

BCGS Secondary tracksuit

Sports shoes

BCGS bathers

BCGS football socks

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

Compulsory for students undertaking 

Materials, Design & Technology 

courses

* Optional.    # Not available through the Clothing Shop. 
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Requirements for Boarding

Every item of clothing MUST be clearly named with sew on tapes or laundry marker pen. All shoes must be clearly and 

indelibly named inside each shoe.  
NB: All items for laundering must be colourfast.

Girls Boys

*

*

#

*

*

*

*

#

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Non-uniform Clothing:

Please refer to the ‘dress’ code in the Boarding

Handbook: Dresses, skirts and tops, “respectable” jeans, sandals, 

shoes or thongs, shorts, 3 pairs casual socks.

School Uniform:

2 BCGS dresses (See point 6)

Navy garberdine shorts

BCGS striped shirt

1 BCGS skirt (winter) (See point 6)

3 - 4 white blouses

1 BCGS blazer

5 pairs BCGS socks

1 BCGS tie

1 pair black lace-up polishable shoes (See point 5)

1 BCGS pants

1 BCGS jumper

1 BCGS scarf

Tights (plain navy blue) 

Sports Wear:

1 BCGS sports shirt

1 pair BCGS sports shorts

1 BCGS House sports shirt

2 pairs white sports socks

1 BCGS tracksuit

1 BCGS sports hat

1 pair sports shoes

1 pair BCGS bathers

Underclothing/ Nightwear:

5 pairs briefs

2 pairs summer pyjamas

2 pairs winter pyjamas

1 pair slippers/Ugg boots

Linen:

2 bath towels

3 - 4 pillowcases

Doona and doona cover OR blankets

2 sets single summer weight sheets

Linen bag

Pillow(s)

1 beach towel

2 face washers

2 sets flannelette sheets (winter)

Sundries:

3 pairs shoe laces

Coat hangers (minimum 12)

BCGS backpack or trolley bag

Overnight bag

Hairbrush/comb

Handkerchiefs

Laundry powder

Thongs

Insect repellent

Hat

Laundry bag (for socks/underwear)

Desk lamp

Shoe cleaning kit in a container

Sunscreen (maximum protection)

Mending kit with spare name tapes

Toilet bag and all personal toiletries

Sleeping bag

Umbrellla

#

*

*

#

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Non-uniform Clothing:

Please refer to the ‘dress’ code in the Boarding 

Handbook: Collared shirts or “respectable” T-shirts, 

trousers, shorts/boardshorts, “respectable” jeans, 

sandals, shoes or thongs, 3 pairs casual socks.

School Uniform:

1 BCGS blazer

3 - 4 white shirts (winter), 3 - 4 BCGS striped shirts 

(summer)

5 pairs BCGS navy socks and 5 pairs BCGS grey socks

1 BCGS tie

3 Navy gaberdine shorts

2 Grey melange trousers

1 Grey or black belt (plain)

1 pair black lace-up polishable shoes (see point 5)

1 BCGS jumper

1 BCGS scarf

Sports Wear:

1 BCGS sports shirt

1 pair BCGS sports shorts

1 BCGS House sports shirt

2 pairs white sports socks

1 BCGS tracksuit

1 BCGS sports hat

1 pair sport shoes

1 pair BCGS bathers

Underclothing/ Nightwear:

2 pairs summer pyjamas

5 pairs briefs

2 pairs winter pyjamas

1 pair slippers/Ugg boots

Linen:

2 bath towels

3 - 4 pillowcases

Doona and doona cover OR blankets

2 sets single summer weight sheets

Linen bag

Pillow(s)

1 beach towel

2 face washers

2 sets flannelette sheets (winter)

Sundries:

3 pairs shoe laces

Coat hangers (minimum 12)

BCGS backpack or trolley bag

Overnight bag

Hairbrush/comb

Handkerchiefs or tissues

Laundry powder

Thongs

Insect repellent

Hat

Laundry bag (for socks/underwear)

Desk lamp

Shoe cleaning kit in a container

Sunscreen (maximum protection)

Mending kit with spare name tapes

Toilet bag and all personal toiletries

Sleeping Bag

Umbrella

* Optional. # Not available through the Clothing Shop. 


